Email Tips
Helping yourself
Quick review
When you come to do your email, it can help to quickly go through and decide which
ones can be read and deleted, read and filed, responded to quickly or urgently, and
those which will need a more considered response later.
Using folders can help to separate important emails. Once they have been dealt with
they may need to be kept in a different folder, or deleted.
Switch off notifications
Notifications include ones that tell you an email has arrived and also things like when a
comment has been added to a social media site you take part in e.g. Facebook, Twitter
or Pinterest.
These distractions really affect your productivity as they keep taking your attention away
from what you’re doing.
Choose the best time to answer emails
Many people check their emails first thing when they start work. In some cases this will
be important, but in others in may not, and may in fact mean you’re dealing with trivial
things instead of getting on with important tasks. Try and choose a time that suits you.
Delete emails you’ve dealt with
Once you’ve dealt with an email and don’t need it anymore, delete it. If you need to
keep it, file it in a folder. Your inbox will, at some point, need to be cleared out. You’ll
have to go through all you emails again, read them and decide again whether you need
to keep them or not. In other words, you’re repeating the work you could have done
before.

Helping others
Keep emails brief and structured
Keep emails short so that they address the essentials (what the receiver needs to
know). Also, structure emails for easy readability - bullet points and well-defined
paragraphs helps to scan an email faster.
Clear subject line
Write a subject line which reflects the main message(s) in the email. It will help the
receiver as they sift through their emails and also if they need to find the email later.
CC less
There can be a temptation to copy everyone into the email – just in case. Be mindful of
the amount of emails, and therefore work, this will create for others.

